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Do you have access to reliable health care 

benchmarking data? 

We can show you how your group’s health care claims compare to 

industry, regional and state norms, in order to identify cost and 

utilization disparities. 

 

Where are the cost drivers in your group’s health 

spending? 

Our sophisticated analytics help us dig deep into your real claims 

data to isolate specific cost drivers that we can address with targeted 

solutions in order to help manage high health care costs. 

 

Do you have the tools you need to make educated 

plan design decisions?  

Altering plan design is one strategic solution we can implement after 

analyzing your data, but then we take it one step further. With our 

plan modeler, we let you “test drive” potential changes so that you 

can see the impact of a change—before making any decisions.

Turn health care data 

into bottom-line savings 

803-253-6997 

http://www.clarkebenefits.com 

2422 Devine St.; Suite B 

Columbia, SC  

29205 
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Management Report 

This easy-to-read report benchmarks your data against a normative 

set—with over $82 billion in claims annually—from Truven Health 

Analytics and the Kaiser Family Foundation, and breaks down 

comparisons by location, industry and plan type. Explore data 

comparisons, such as the following items: 

 Total health plan costs 

 Inpatient and outpatient claims 

 Emergency room and office visit utilization and costs 

 Claims by major diagnostic categories 

 Wellness 

 

 

 

Prescription Management Report  

We also offer a prescription drug analysis report to help us assess 

whether your costs are appropriate and where problem areas may 

exist. The following are among the categories analyzed:  

 Paid summary 

 Total member cost share 

 Mail service utilization 

 Brand name versus generic utilization
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Multiproject Reporting  

The Multiproject Reporting function allows us to compare up to four 

different data sets. We can track data trends from year to year, or 

compare between multiple divisions or locations to isolate 

opportunities. We’ve found this useful for strategic long-term 

planning and evaluation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ad Hoc Analysis 

This sophisticated analysis feature allows us to get to the source of 

problem areas quickly by using IBM Cognos. We offer customized 

reporting to discover areas of opportunity to help you reduce 

benefits plan costs. Find health and prescription plan answers, such 

as the following: 

 What diagnoses do my high-cost claimants fall under? What 

other diagnoses and comorbidities are they affected by? 

 Where are the most cost-effective places to go for specific 

procedures? How much would we save by renegotiating with 

the providers that have high costs? 

 Who is utilizing mail-order versus traditional pharmacy? 

What is the cost differential? 

 How often are generics being utilized when available?
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Alternative Plan Modeling 

After identifying cost drivers, you may want to tweak your plan 

design. The modeling feature helps us try out plan design alternatives 

to see how changes would impact both your budget and your 

employees. 

For instance, try out different copay or deductible amounts, or model 

an entirely new plan, such as a health savings account plan. 

 

Disease Profiler 

Using reliable data from Truven Health Analytics, the Disease Profiler 

can show average costs of claims by disease category. With this tool, 

we can help you achieve the following benefits: 

 Predict future costs and budget. 

 Negotiate more accurate rates with stop-loss carriers. 

 Design and implement a disease management program. 

 

Claims Diagnosis Dashboard 

You don’t have to be a claims expert to diagnose problem areas and 

improve profitability within your health plan. You now have a one-

click analysis of who, why, what, where and when. 

 

You also have fast access to relevant management reports and 

recommendations for problem areas. 


